Jami e Beckwith Collection
New Additions | Original Paintings

The dream of being able to travel again, especially to tropical locations, was the
inspiration for the new product designs by Jamie Beckwith. The St. Barts large and
small blue chandeliers are distinctly bohemian and simultaneously sophisticated.
Both are made of wood beads in a mix of white, mist blue, and denim blue hues
that echo the colors of the sea. These hang from a tiered wrought iron frame in a
sugar white finish. The natural abaca rope on which the beads are strung is
knotted and snipped by hand to leave elemental tassels that will flutter when
stirred by a lively breeze. These beaded chandeliers are part of several oceaninspired designs by Ms. Beckwith.
Jamie explains. “With the limitations of travel by Covid, I wanted to explore
different rustic materials and a mix of colors that would remind me of exotic
locals that I couldn’t visit readily. I began with sketches and an interest in raffia
that you might see on thatched roofs or even in a Hawaiian hula skirt. I tend to
use materials that are authentic and more rustic in nature. I am drawn to coastal
environments and these materials reflect my current design aesthetic.”

To compliment Jamie Beckwith’s new products are a series of twelve original
paintings created in a mixed media of acrylic paint, graphite, carbon, coffee
grounds, pumice, and oil pencils. Although the artist/designer has always
painted, she did not become serious about her artwork until a few years ago. The
paintings are layered with a rich mix of patterns and repetitive organic shapes
with added shadows and graphic markings to add dimension.

All paintings displayed in the Currey & Company showroom during High Point
Market are for sale by the artist.
Join us on Saturday, October 16 from 3 to 5 PM in the Currey showroom to
celebrate the new works by Nashville designer and artist Jamie Beckwith.
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